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Dear Class of 2021
DR. PETILLO

University President

Four years ago, many of you entered here nervously, yet hungry
for this new beginning. In but a few days, we will gather together to cele
brate your academic achievements and so much more.
I would like you to reflect on everything you have become—even
beyond your books and your grades. Consider the changes you have
made in your interactions, your understandings and your dreams. I am
confident, if you are honest with yourself, that during these past four
years you have matured, you have become more patient and empathetic,
and you have prepared yourself for your future.
I encourage you to never lose sight of your experiences here. I
hope we have taught you that your life is not static but is an ongoing
journey. Travel it wisely and fully. Discover. Explore. Engage. Continue
to be curious. Let your journey be filled with opportunities to reflect on
the wonders God has placed before you.
Fellow Pioneers, be bold and always know this is your home
away from home. Enjoy your life’s travels, but come back often.
John J. Petillo, Ph.D.

"Fellow Pioneers, be bold and always know this is your home away from home." - Dr. P
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One Journey Ends, Another Begins
DAN GARDELLA

Editor in Chief
For someone who is rarely speechless, I
have been at a loss of words over the past
month or so. It’s been more about taking
in the moments, checking off the list of
“lasts” as my college career comes to a
close.
Walking around campus, covering
Sacred Heart sports for the final times,
and so many little moments have had me
taking some extra time to think just how
far I came in just four short years.
Arriving on campus back in August of
2017, I was wide-eyed and ready to start
chasing my dream of having a career in
sports media. I knew what I wanted to do
and how to get there. All that separated
me from that was time. Now, I would do
so much to get just a few extra moments
to look around and spend time with the
people who have gone through this ride
with me.
I would be remiss not to include the
elephant in the room (or world) and say
I accomplished many things while being
trapped inside my off-campus house due
to a pandemic. But it doesn’t matter how it
was done, or the toll it took, I did it.
“Things turn out best for the people who
make the best of the way things turn out.”
- John Wooden.
This school has done so much for me
personally, professionally and spiritually.
I owe this school so damn much for the
person Sacred Heart has molded me into.
There are too many people to thank that I

could not fit them all in here, but here are
a few:
Thank you to my mom and dad along
with my two sisters for the constant love,
support, and occasional joking roast to
keep me humble. My success is every bit
yours as well.

Latina and Jess Mannetti giving me their
time on and off the court, to Mark Noffi
following an NEC title. Treating me like
the professional I wanted to be means
more than words can describe.
Thank you to the various members
of athletic communications who have

Thank you to the coaches and players
who I have had the privilege of meeting
and building relationships with over the
years at Sacred Heart. From Anthony

had to deal with me the past four years:
Michael Smoose, Aaron Gaberman, Chris
O’Connor, Tyrell Walden-Martin, and
Mike Haase, I can’t thank you enough for

the countless interviews. Zoom meetings,
and everything in between to help me grow
as a reporter.
Thank you to Professor Kabak, who
challenged me to grow from just a sports
reporter my sophomore and junior years
to leading the campus newspaper in my
senior year. Your trust in me to challenge
myself has made me more than ready to
tackle what lies ahead in my journalism
career.
Thank you to the plethora of people who
I have had the privilege of working with at
the newspaper over my three years. Each
of you holds a special place in my heart,
and I will never forget any of you.
Lastly, thank you to the people who have
read, watched, or listened to my work over
the past four years. I hope I made what I
did worth noticing, and I hope I left my
mark on how sports reporting is done at
Sacred Heart for years to come.
In the song “Stole The Show” by Parson
James, he sings, “Wave out to the crowd,
and take our final bow. It’s our time to go,
but at least we stole the show.” This is my
final bow with the Spectrum newspaper,
and with Sacred Heart. But if I have
anything to say about it, this is only the
beginning of what have been the greatest
years of my life.

"Thank you Professor Kabak, who challenged me to grow from just a sports reporter my
sophomore and junior years to leading the campus newspaper in my senior year."
Dan Gardella '21
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Thank You Mom
SHANNON SZEFINSKI

Managing Editorfor Editorial
“This is the hardest thing you will ever
do.”
This sentence, these nine words have
stuck with me throughout the past four
years. I remember it like it was yesterday:
moving into Roncalli Hall on a hot August
day. I was sobbing in my mom’s arms, not
wanting her and my dad to leave me in this
strange and unfamiliar place.
“This is the hardest thing you will ever
do.”
Now this may or may not be true, only
time will tell, but it’s exactly what I needed
to hear in that moment, and I don’t think
my mom realizes how much of an impact
those nine words had on me that day.
College was a time of growth and
experimenting and finding my path.
Somewhere deep inside, that sobbing
freshman girl knew that these would be
the greatest four years of her life, but she
just needed to get through the next four
minutes of saying goodbye.
And she did.
Four years later, that sobbing freshman
girl is now a sobbing senior girl who’s
once again not ready to say her goodbyes,
but this time there is one major difference.
As a freshman I wasn’t ready to say

goodbye to my parents, my brother, my
friends, my high school, my hometown. I
wasn’t ready for the next step in life; I was
scared of the unknown.
That has all changed after my four years
at Sacred Heart.
As a senior, yes. I’m still crying, but
I’m ready for the next step. The unknown
doesn’t scare me anymore but thrills me
and excites me. I get antsy just thinking
about my career and the life I’m about to
live.
But I didn’t become this person who’s
ready to take on the world by chance.
It’s because that sobbing freshman girl
eventually wiped away the tears and
decided not to be scared anymore.
Easier said than done, I know.
“Your comfort zone will kill you.”
Is it dramatic? Maybe, but that’s what
I live by. There’s no way you’re going to
grow if you always play it safe and never
take a chance. Sure, it could be a major
bust, but there’s also a chance it won’t be.
Example: Me joining Art Club as a
freshman. Bust. Major Bust.
But did I make some art and make some
memories? Of course I did. I also learned
that I’m not the next Pablo Picasso. And

that’s okay!
Example: Me working Yale football
broadcasts with people I barely know.
Success!
If it wasn’t for that or for the countless
times 1 threw myself into a scary and
unknown situation, I certainly wouldn’t be
the person I am today.
Trust me, I know how cliche that sounds,
but it’s so incredibly true.
In those moments where it got scary and
I thought that it would be easier to crawl
back into my shell, I just thought of those
nine words.
“This is the hardest thing you will ever
do.”
The hard part was over; it was getting
here. Now it was time to flourish and
enjoy the journey, make some memories
and bring it full circle by crying every day
leading up to graduation just like I did four
years ago.
The past four years here were years that
I never took for granted and I cherished
every moment of.' But recently I’ve taken
the time to think about that sobbing
freshman girl in her mom’s arms, and if it
wasn’t for that girl and those nine words, I
would not be crossing that stage in seven

days as the person that I am.
As we now know. I’m not good at saying
goodbye, so I’ll leave it like this.
Thank you Mom for saying nine words
that changed my whole perspective that
brought me to this moment.

The Beginning to an End
CITLALLI GODINEZ

- --------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------- —

News Editor

It is inevitable to believe thatjust because
we are college seniors, our journey as
students ends. In reality, we will always be
students. We will always have something
else to learn. We will always be taught
something new.
As graduation is near, each student will
take their own path. Despite the path, one
must wholeheartedly dedicate themselves
to fulfilling their life-long dream. While

working toward the goal, it is okay to take
a break. It is okay to stop and breathe.
'That’s what my professors at Sacred Heart
taught me.
Prof. Joseph Alicastro taught me that
you will not stay where you started. In
other words, as individuals, we grow and
try new things that allow us to branch out
of our comfort zone. For example, as a
freshman advisee, I remember walking
into his office and making it known that
I wanted to be a news anchor, no matter
what. He helped me work toward that goal,
and luckily, I was granted the opportunity
of anchoring “The Pulse.”
It was at this moment that I realized
that that wasn’t what I wanted to do for
my whole life. I appreciate Prof. Alicastro
for allowing me to get out of my comfort
zone during a time of desperation and
for helping me welcome a new passion writing and editing.
I always knew that writing was my
escape zone and I wanted to use it as a
form to speak to others. I spoke my passion
to Prof. James Castonguay, who instilled in
me the importance of quality over quantity.

It is not about how many blog posts or how
many articles one writes, it’s about the

qualify of each . *" ~~
" "
Although it was hard for me to wrap my
head around that Ideology, I began to realize
that in the job market, a potential employer
will commend quality. Therefore, what’s
the point of having endless articles written
in poor quality? I thank Prof. Castonguay,
as he pushed me to create well-thought-out
pieces of work that speak and stand out to
others.
During publishing written work, edits
are critical. Prof. Joanne Kabak, during
News Writing and Reporting, instilled
in me the importance of re-reading and
making essential edits. Prof. Kabak opened
the doors for me to first become a writer
for the Spectrum and then later become
the news editor. Throughout my journey
in the Spectrum, not only did I grow in
my writing, but I allowed myself to fulfill
my passion of both writing and editing.
Most importantly, I was able to guide and
mentor writers within my section. I thank
Prof. Kabak for taking the time to edit my
works and allowing that to be a learning

process that I’ll cherish throughout my
journalism career.
There are various organizations at this
university that I’ll hold close to my heart.
The Pulse and the Spectrum made my
years at SHU memorable and allowed me
to gain experience I would not have gained
elsewhere.
The mentioned professors taught me
an immense amount about the journalism
industry, but as I step into the real world,
I will be confronted with colleagues and
bosses who will teach me even more than I
already have been taught, and that’s when
I’ll realize I will be a student my whole
life. I immensely thank my professors for
what they have taught and instilled in me.
As Prof. Alicastro said to my classmates
and me during our last class, do everything
with your heart but be sure to take a break
and breath.
This is just the beginning to an end.
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Thank You for Four Years
MACKENZIE MAHER

Perspecrives Editor
As my last few weeks of being a college student come
to an end, I cannot help but reminisce on all the memories
I have made over my past four years here at SHU. When
I think back on all of the significant moments I have had
here, there are so many people, organizations and aspects
of this university that are responsible for making my four
years of college the best they could have possibly been.
So here is to'many thank you’s that are the reason for
making my college experience the greatest.
Mom and Dad. This one goes without needing to be
said. I would literally not be here if it was not for you
two. Everything I have and get to do is because of you
both. If it was not for your constant motivation and
support, I would never have been able to make it past
the first week of freshman year, let alone be graduating.
From listening to me cry freshman year with the tough
adjustment of moving away from home to cheering me
on with every accomplishment I made, you two were
there for me every step of the way. Thank you so much
for everything you are always doing for me.
My sister, Megan. I’ve always looked up to you because
of the amazing things you are always accomplishing.
Many of my .college achievements are credited to you
always having confidence in me; You paved the way
for doing so-many great things and by doing everything
you did, I always looked up to you and wanted to do
some of the things you did, like join a sorority and be as
successful as you are. Thank you for always pushing me
to be my best self.
My housemates and the friends I’ve made along the
way. There’s no way I would have been able to make it
through four years without all of you by my side. You
quickly turned into family, and I will miss you all so

much. From movie nights to going out and staying up
all night chatting about life, it hurts me to think that we
will not share these moments anymore. Always having
the luxury of walking into each other’s rooms, or going
on late night ice cream runs in the middle of the week. I

am so thankful to each and every one of you for giving
me these memories to look back on, and I will cherish
them forever.
Chi Omega and the Panhellenic Community. You have
made me into a strong, confident woman who knows
her worth in this world. I found a home within you and
was able to meet the most amazing women and sisters
with similar purposes in life. You helped me to grow as
a person and expand my leadership skills that I will take
with me into the real world. Thank you for giving me
friends that will be standing next to me for a lifetime as
well as memories and opportunities that have turned me
into a better person than I was before.
Spectrum. I’ve always had a passion for writing, but
Spectrum has taught me so much more than I ever would
have known. I have had the opportunity to work with an
amazing staff the past two years of being on the board
as well as mentor and lead numerous groups of writers
within the class and have the pleasure of seeing them
each grow into better writers. Thank you Spectrum for
allowing me to grow as a writer, editor, team member
and leader simultaneously.
Sacred Heart University. Last but certainly not least,
the place that is truly a home away from home. When I
think about leaving SHU, all the big things come to mind
like my last formal, last class and last time being with
all my friends. But there are so many small things about
this campus that I’m also going to miss as well, like the
last time seeing the beautiful cherry blossom trees as I
walk past 63’s patio, or the last time getting my favorite
Linda’s wrap. I am so grateful to have called Sacred
Heart home for the past four years. It has given me so
much and I can never thank it enough.

Ah Ode to SHU
ELIZABETH KALFAYAN

Features Editor
In just one week, graduation day will be here, and the
senior class will have to say goodbye to the place we’ve
created our own little home at for the past four years.
Four years ago, I was moving in early to Roncalli to start
fi’eshman year band camp. I was scared and excited about
everything, as most freshmen are. I was scared to have to
move in an entire week early because that meant a week
alone in my room, my floor, and sometimes it felt like the
whole building. I was scared because I didn’t know what
to expect. Now, four years later, I am having those similar
scared and excited feelings, except this time they’re at the
thought of graduating and not being completely sure what
to do after graduation day is over.
First, let’s say thank you to the band program for
giving me my biggest and sometimes most stressful time
commitment. There were times when I wanted to quit and
never come back, but I decided I liked being in a band
and making music with other people too much to do that.
While it was stressful at times, I do want to say thank you
to the band for giving me some of my closest friends and
best memories I wouldn’t have been able to get if I was
not participating in the band. Being able to go and perform
in Disney and Ireland are top on the list of memorable
moments the band program has helped provide me.
The people in the band helped me feel confident enough
in myself to switch from the instrument I had been playing
for 11 years to something completely different. I went

from playing the basic clarinet all the time to playing in the
front ensemble for marching band. I couldn’t have done
it without the help from some of the people in the band
program who pushed and challenged me to do something
different.
I was able to learn how to step out of my comfort zone
and do things I never thought I would have done before.
The program has helped me to gain different kinds of
leadership abilities, while finding a sense of community.
I am grateful for the band program, no matter how many
stressful and irritating moments came with it, and I don’t
regret joining at all. I have been making music and playing
in a band for 13 years now, and I would have regretted not
continuing throughout my college education.
Four years of school, band and so many other
extracurricular activities, just in college alone, and it’s all
coming to an end. I am excited because graduation day is
supposed to be fun and exciting, but also nervous because
all of a sudden I am done. Going to school and getting
an education consistently every year since I entered
kindergarten when I was four, and now it’s over. Each
educational stage has come with its own new experiences,
so this new post-education experience will be something I
have never done before, and I will tackle it when it comes.
So thank you to the Sacred Heart Band Program,
Campus Ministry, the English and Catholic Studies
Departments and the Spectrum, for giving me the courage

to step outside of my comfort zone and find my voice.

"Throughout my journey in the Spectrum, not only did I grow in my writing, but I allowed myself to
fulfill my passion of both writing and editing."
Citlalli Godinez '21

"Thank you Spectrum for allowing me to grow as a writer, editor, team member and leader
simultaneously."

Mackenzie Maher '21
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Sacred Heart: Where I Found Myself
JACKIE O’ROURKE

A&E Editor
Five years ago. Sacred Heart University
was a school I had never heard of that my
high school guidance counselor put on my
list to check out. That April, my parents
and I began my college tour experience
and drove to Connecticut to tour it.
Sacred Heart was the first tour I did. I
think I might have known that day in April
2016.1 just got an initial feeling that I was
home and that I belonged here.
Every tour after that, I would say, “Well,
it’s not Sacred Heart” and compare every
other college tour I went on to Sacred
Heart. No other school compared.
Needless to say, a year later in April
2017, I officially committed and my
parents put a deposit down at Sacred Heart
University.
In August 2017, I moved into Thomas
Merton Hall with a lot of ambition and a
horrible haircut.
At one point during move in day, my
parents and I heard, “PAUL? CINDY?”
and it was a childhood friend of mine I

have known since I was four who moved
away in fifth grade. Turns out, she ended
up living three doors down from me in
Merton. We have rebuilt our childhood
friendship, and she has remained one of
my closest friends throughout college.
Even in college, the world is so small.
The first semester of freshman year was
so pure. I was so excited to be where I was
and making new friends. I remember my
first frat party. I remember my first meal
at Linda’s. I remember my first President’s
Gala.
Second semester of freshman year was
great. I had an established friend group.
I knew my way around more. I was in a
few clubs. Toward the end of the semester,
one of my new guy friends and I admitted
our feelings for each other. Fast forward
to two weeks ago, we just celebrated our
third anniversary together. From playing
“Quiplash” every night in my friends’ room
to all the late night IP’s runs to Zumba
class at the Pitt, the spring semester of

-

freshman year was where I began to make
my mark.
Then, things took a turn. The fall
semester of sophomore year was the
worst. My established friend group all
transferred. I lived in beautiful Berg but
with a random roommate I was the polar
opposite of. I tried sorority recruitment and
left on the last day because it was not for
me. I love my alone time, but during those
four months, I had too much of it. I spent a
lot of time in my room and ate most meals
alone.
Possibly one of the only good things to
come out of that semester was that I was
enrolled in CM 211 with Professor Kabak.
The first day of class, I found out I would
be writing for the school newspaper. At
the time, I had just decided I wanted
to pursue something in the School of
Communications and Media Arts but still
wasn’t sure what area. This class gave me
my spark.
Here I am two and a half years later, a
journalism major writing my piece for the
senior issue, having served as an editor for
two years.
Sophomore year spring semester was a
complete 360.1 studied abroad in Dingle,
Ireland. It is easily the best decision I have
ever made in my life. I have written an
editorial that took up an entire page of The
Spectrum about this experience before, so
I won’t do that again, but it was just the
best. I can’t say enough of how much I
love SHU in Dingle.
- .. fall of my junior year was great. I lived.
in the grimy Ridge Townhouses with seven
other girls, some ofwhom have become my
college besites. Being an upperclassman
was so thrilling! I had a lot of friends, I was
taking more major classes related to what
I wanted to do, I traded the Dingle pubs
for frat basements in Bridgeport. I was
happy and felt like I had made my mark.
The only complaint I had were the shuttles

from campus to The Ridge.
What we had of spring 2020 was cool. I
luckily turned 21 that February (although,
the only time a professor has made me cry
was on my 21st, so maybe not luckily) and
got to experience Red’s a handful of times.
Doing the rest of school from home was
challenging. My parents and I designated
our cellar as my classroom. I found it hard
to focus and be motivated.
Senior year, I moved into a house in
Bridgeport with the girls I lived with in
The Ridge. It is such an upgrade and truly
the first time I have felt like an adult. I was
introduced to Trader Joe’s. Even though
we didn’t get the senior year we deserve
and have been waiting for, we have made
the most of it. From our own President
Gala, Friendsgiving, going to T.H.C. and
Flipside, and all the chill nights in between,
we’ve done it all. For that, I am grateful.
I have kept busy during my pandemic
senior year. Besides being A&E Editor at
The Spectrum, I am president of SHU’s
chapter of Her Campus, the Social Media
Manager for Sacred Heart’s TV News
Program, “The Pulse,” and the editor for
Interviews and Internet Culture at Mud
Magazine.
This all can be a lot at times, but I am so
passionate about it all that I make it work.
In a time of such uncertainty, I personally
have felt so much purpose.
All of these experiences prove that
Sacred Heart was where I found myself.
Although I am dreading leaving, I know
. that SHU has set me up Tor success. I can’t
thank Sacred Heart and every person and
experience I have encountered enough.
I also can’t thank my parents enough
for providing me this wonderful education
and the experiences that have come with
it. I would not be the woman I am today
without any of it.

I finally feel confident in my own skin, and Spectrum was one of those reasons.
Mikenzie Carbone '21

My Journey to Journalism
MIKENZIE CARBONE

Sports Editor
Spectrum is more than words on a newspaper.
Spectrum is filled with a board of members who work
hard on a weekly basis to provide a professional piece
of work. As a member of this board for two years, I can
say we are very proud of what we produce on a weekly
basis.
However, Spectrum is much more than a newspaper.
At first, it was learning to love journalism and seeing
my work out there in the world for
people to read. I knew I loved to cover
sports, and Spectrum had an opportunity
to strengthen my writing and leadership
skills.
Two years later, I have made countless
friends and have also had the benefit
to work with and help others grow. I
have helped others learn to love the
value of journalism and that it is more
than words on a piece of paper. I have
enjoyed watching writers blossom and
understand the language of sports in
journalistic writing.
I started out with Spectrum as a staff
writer, and I will be leaving as sports
editor. My goal entering Spectrum was
to write about sports. I will be leaving
with journalistic skills, a handful of
friends, and a lot of appreciation for the
experience I gained.

The confidence I have gained in the last two years is
incredible. I finally feel confident in my own skin, and
Spectrum was one of those reasons. Spectrum taught
me to believe in myself and to help others gain that
confidence.
To Dan Gardella, the Spectrum’s Editor-in-Chief,
thank you for getting me hooked on covering Sacred
Heart sports when I was one of your writers. To

Shannon Szefinski, the Spectrum’s Managing Editor,
thank you for teaching me the value of hard work and
an enjoyable work environment.
To Professor Kabak, who is the advisor of Spectrum,
thank you for working with us weekly and encouraging
us to be better than the last issue we produced. You have
taught someone like myself to continue to work hard
and be better than the week before.
If you’re reading this and questioning
whether you should join Spectrum or that
club at your university, don’t question,
just join! I encourage you not to hesitate
and to step out of your comfort zone.
You will meet amazing people, add
experience to your resume, and gain
confidence for the future.
To the individuals who join the board
down the road, thank you for continuing
the work that so many people have
contributed to. I hope you soak up every
moment you have with it because before
you know it, you will be graduating and
handing off the work to the next board.
Spectrum, I will not miss the stress
at times, but I will miss everyone and
everything that you have brought me.
Without stress, there is no reward. This
is a worthwhile reward, and I will miss
every moment of it.
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Someone I Never Knew I Could Be
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2022

Asst. Sports Editor
The best four years of my life are
about to come to an end. I have been
very emotional for the last couple weeks
thinking about graduation and going
through all of the great memories that I’ve
made with friends who I now consider
family. I have also been going through
what I have learned about myself as well
as what I want to do in life during my time
here at SHU.
Over the last four years, I am happy
to say that I have changed my life so
drastically that I will be graduating as

ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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2022
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the best possible version of myself. My
time here at SHU has shown me that it
might take longer than you think to find
what you want to do with your life after
graduation. I walked into college as an
exercise science major wanting to get
into the physical therapy program. Now, I
enjoy journalism and want to get into the
media production industry.
That is one of the most important
things I learned from SHU: learning what
my true passion was. Sports has always
been my passion, as I’ve played and
watched sports almost religiously since I
was three. My parents always tell people
how as soon as I get back from school,
I grab some food and turn on ESPN and
sit there for hours watching. I was always
interested in a career in sports, but I was
always nervous being on camera and I
thought that was the only way to get into
the sports media industry.
But as soon as I picked up a camera,
edited my first video, created my first
graphic, I realized that doing everything
behind the camera was what I really
wanted to do for the rest of my life.
I also learned how important work ethic
is in college, and I learned it the hard
way. Freshman year was such a struggle
academically because. I Thoi^it, it was
going to be as easy as high school. Turns
out that it was not, and I cannot believe
that I was capable of putting in this

amount of work to earn this degree. The
sleepless nights, the group study sessions,
the office hours, I am so happy that I was
able to kick myself in the butt and change
the way I worked.
Beyond academics, college can also
teach you emotionally. I came into college
as a shy, hot-headed, introverted child.
I am now walking out as a very social,
level-headed adult, and that is something I
thought I would never be able to become.
College taught me that I do not need to
get mad at everything that does not go my
way, because sometimes it might be for
the better. There were a lot of situations
where my emotions were running high,
and I was able to calm myself down to
get through almost every situation. In an
earlier life however, I would react to those
same situations so badly that I would
not have the friends, opportunities, and
memories that I have now.
I also learned that I am not alone,
and I do not have to go through tough
situations on my own. I realized that I
could ask for help and also found people
that have experienced what I have been
through as well. I am so thankful for the
people that I have met over these last four
years. Even though I will be at SHU for
one y<ar of graduate school, getting my
undergraduate degree will end a chapter
of my life I will never forget.

Becoming Me
.ASIA MCC

• * * *"

Senior Sports Writer
If the younger version of me could see
myself right now, she would be so proud.
I have blossomed into a version of myself
that I never saw coming.
When I first got to campus, I had no idea
what to expect because who does? I was
just excited to take college life by storm
and to finally feel what it was like to be
on my own. I didn’t have a plan, but I just
knew I would get it done while enjoying
myself at the same time.
I knew that playing basketball would
take up the majority of my time because
that was already predetermined for me. I
was here at Sacred Heart on a basketball
scholarship, but I was in search of what
else was next for me. I knew there was
more to me than just playing sports.
Although I enjoyed my high school
years playing basketball, living without
any true responsibility, hanging out with
friends, and pretty much just cruising
through school, I wanted to take on more
challenges and responsibilities once I got
to college. Although college basketball
comes with its own challenges, I just
wanted more. Now that I am at the finish
line of my collegiate career, I can say that I
did just what I hoped for.
Growing up, my favorite subject was
math, but once I got to high school, it
changed to English (when I had to learn
algebra, math pretty much became a
frenemy). I’ve always enjoyed writing
papers more than taking tests and
solving problems. I decided to study
communications and focus on sports media
because although I knew the ball would
stop bouncing at some point, I still wanted
to be involved in the world of sports in a

* . * * , *'

way that I would enjoy.
communications. That year, I knew that I
I honestly didn’t know how I would get wanted to explore every opportunity that
it done, but I knew I had come to the right the school had to offer and not just sports
school to figure it out. Plus, I felt like my broadcasting.
social skills and love for sports would give.
Plus, my professors were great. They all
me a little bit of a boost while tryin^'toZ
than to be tied t&dne aieaOT'S^^dustry,
make my way into the industry.
Coming to Sacred Heart opened many so I made sure to soak up everything within
doors for me and motivated me to go after my four years. I worked with production,
every opportunity. When I was a freshman, journalism, digital editing, podcast,
one of my teammates, who was a senior photography, and much more.
at the time, was studying the same major
Deciding to study communications here
that I had an interest in. She told me a at SHU was one of the best things I could
little bit about the program and about how have ever done. I did way more than I had
much she enjoyed learning in the school set out to do. I became a staff writer for our
of communications, so from there on out I school’s paper, then I joined the board as
was convinced.
an editor; I shadowed the live production
My sophomore year, I took a multimedia team during games when I was free to learn
production course and news writing course more about what goes into a live sports
that opened my eyes to the broad world of game; I anchored a few news segments; I
learned how to work a camera and tell a
story; I became a senior producer for our
student-run news show on campus; and I
joined a few clubs outside of the program.
My time here at Sacred Heart has been
nothing less than incredible, and as my
senior year comes to an end, I can honestly
say that the biggest joy I gained from
being in college was growth. I took risks,
put myself out there, accepted challenges,
worked my hardest to reach my goals, and
never gave up because I knew it would be
worth it in the end.
Now, because of this school and the
program I was in, I can say that although
the real world can be scary, I am prepared
to take on that challenge. My family,
friends, classmates, professors, and team
have supported me along the way and will
forever be a part of who I am today.

CIRCULATION MANAGER
Jill Amari
2023

"Deciding to study communications here at SHU was one of the best
things I could have ever done."

FACULTY ADVISORS
Prof. Joanne Kabak

Asia McCray *21
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Moving My Tassel to the Right
RIEAN NA FLORES

Photography Editor
I’m not sure how I made it to senior
year, but I know I’m still here 1,063
days later writing my last ever article
for the Spectrum. I remember the age
when I first got a journal. I was about
five years old, writing silly scary
stories, song lyrics that expressed my
emotions, or about how the flowers
poked through the fences on a summer
day in my backyard. I used to doodle in
there all the time.
However, I never really discovered my
passion until I was nearing high school.
I had read almost all of the “Diary Of
a Wimpy Kid” books and felt inspired
to keep a diary or journal of my own. I
started journaling more around age 12
and continued even more throughout
high school. I became so excited to
write, I joined a creative writing class in
high school and read my poetry aloud at
mini talent shows. In addition to finding
a passion for writing, I also found a
passion for photography around that
same time period. Honestly, when I first
had downloaded Instagram, that’s when
I started to appreciate photography

more. There were so many different
artists that expressed themselves on
there at the time. One user that I always
looked up to on Instagram was “Clark
Little.” He would take macro shots of
the beautiful clear waves in Hawaii; it
was unlike anything I had ever seen. I
instantly fell in love with the creativity
behind photography.
I found it amazing how you could
make anything appear more interesting
just by the angle and lighting used with
a camera. I got my first camera at age
13.1 would take it everywhere with me
and I used to give myself assignments to
train myself. I also would beg anyone to
drive me to a new park location just to
explore more of what I could do on my
camera and see what I could make look
more beautiful than it already was. I
took a film class in high school and used
a film camera as well. That was when
I learned how to develop film. I fell in
love with everything about photography
instantly as I learned more.
Fast forward to 2017, when I first
came to Sacred Heart University, I was

unsure of what my major should be. I
knew I wanted to do photography, but I
also loved writing. I didn’t know what
to choose.
It wasn’t until sophomore year when
I officially decided my major would
be media arts with a concentration in
journalism. As soon as I had a title to
who I knew I was going to be, I felt a
huge weight lifted off myself. I felt
established and confident; it only made
me work harder to get to where I am.
It is now 2021, and I have
accomplished so much so far. I have
taken numerous courses that have tested
both my photography and journalism
skills. Along the way, I have become
well rounded in other areas. I wrote for
Spectrum, and I am currently the photo
editor for Spectrum. I volunteered at a
blog writing internship over the summer
of 2020. I started a clothing line called
“Riptide Junkies” with my featured
photography/designs on each t-shirt (the
Instagram for it is @riptidejunkies).
There is much more I plan to do.
I hope I can further my writing and

photography skills much more and I
am excited to collaborate with other
artists I come across throughout my life.
However, I couldn’t be more grateful
for what Sacred Heart University has
taught me within my major and while
being here in general. I can’t wait until
day 1,076 when I move my tassel to the
right and take that step into the next big
phase of my life.

Once a Pioneer, Always a Pioneer
DANIELLE DAVANZO

Public Relations Manager
Class of 2021... definitely an
interesting time to be a senior, to say the
least. With graduation being around the
comer, it is insane to think about how

.
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stress of finals week, the long lines at years anywhere else. I mean, what’s
fast the last four years have gone by.
Graduating high school four years Linda’s, and the hunger games we call better than being a Pioneer, right?
I am thankful for all of the ups and the
ago, I had no idea what Sacred Heart registration. Take in every little moment.
University would bring me. However, the good, the bad, the happy, the sad, the downs oyer the last four years that have
"that-^t- would' be**aTr*afWzlttg •^cTtfng, and the stressfill tinfe?f be‘cauSe"'^fougIif me to*this pofnt in my life. They
new chapter opening, and that is exactly in the end, you are going to want to hit say everything happens for a reason, so
the rewind button and live it all over even if you are being pushed and pulled
what it has been.
along the way, I guess it is meant to be.
I have grown so much as an individual again.
Finally, I just want to say thank you
At least that is the button I want to
and I never even saw it coming. All I
know is that I was nervous because I did click right now. The one thing that to my family, friends, professors, and
not know what was to come. Now, it has reassures me as this chapter closes is organizations I have been a part of.
been four years and I am feeling that same that great things lie ahead. Sacred Heart Without all of the people who have
feeling all over again. Another chapter is has always reassured us that we are impacted my life here, it would not have
closing, while another is opening in this destined for greatness. Opportunities been the same and I would not be the
and experiences are out there waiting for same.
book called Danielle Davanzo’s life.
Thank you. Sacred Heart, foe
As it is very bittersweet to end this us, and we will accomplish all we set our
opportunities that have changed my
chapter of my life, I just want to give minds and hearts to.
I am glad to have chosen the perfect life, lifelong friends, and memories that
one piece of advice to all of my fellow
Pioneers. Enjoy every moment and do school for me when I was 17 because I will last me a lifetime. Once a Pioneer,
not take it for granted. Yes, even the could have never imagined the last four always a Pioneer, Roll Pios.
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On This Day We Become Legendary
JONATHAN SORIANO

Sales Manager
When it’s mentioned, graduation is often
thought about as an ending. A curtain call to
all the chaotic and unforgettable moments
that happened up until its mention. Sitting
in the shoes of a student that is now weeks
away from crossing that stage, I can assure
you that it is anything but. Graduation is
a start to a new beginning. That is what
Sacred Heart presented to all of us.
Whether it was a chance to explore
something you never had before, meet
people who suddenly turned from freshman
orientation roommates to lifelong friends,
or simply just to go somewhere new - it
was a blank canvas we have all gotten to
paint on. Graduation is just the next canvas
to bring to life as our watercolors dry on
the masterpiece known as our Sacred Heart
experience.
Being a Pioneer has been an experience
imlike anything I could have imagined especially given the unheralded last three
semesters or so we have had to endure. At
that same time, it has been so enriching

from every single aspect. I think I can
speak for all of us when I say we learned
just as much outside of these classrooms
as we did when we were sweating over the
grades and finals within them. Looking
back on all our growth, it is substantial.
Now preparing to embark on our new
journeys as alumni, we can thank all the
relationships that helped mold us into who
we are today and the lessons we will carry
beyond.
That is what has made my Sacred Heart
story so special. I can honestly sit here
and say the connections, relationships,
and memories given to me in my time
here are truly priceless. Words do not
do it justice. If you were a friend past or
present - I thank you, for it’s people like
you who make the college experience so
unforgettable! When I gave tours as an
ambassador for SHU, they would always
say how we are a “door-holding” kind of
a school, and thinking back on my times
with classmates, teammates, and all those

in between, I am happy to say that is true.
To my fellow Spectrum board members,
I thank you as well, because without you
all, none of this would have been possible.
Spectrum has given me a place to be myself,
a place to collaborate, a place to create and
discover. It is thanks to all your hard work
that I was able to have these opportunities
and look forward to the clock striking noon
every Wednesday for the new issues to hit
the racks. Thinking back to my freshman
year self, I could not have imagined myself
being one to write in the senior edition of
the university newspaper, but three years
later, I am glad to say I did!
Now is not the time to look back on the
times we had or the times we may have
missed due to this COVID-era senior year
being one like no other. Like I said in my
first editorial, home is something that does
not have a manual to it - it is just something
you make your own wherever you go. That
is what I believe we should carry forward
from this point on - knowing that no matter

where we go on the paths that follow us
after graduation, we will always have a
home here together as Pioneers.
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The Senior Spectrum Editors
PROF. JOANNE KABAK

Spectrum Faculty Advisor
For this year’s graduating seniors on
Spectrum, staffing and publishing seemed,
at times, all about technology. Even to g^k
selected after applying during the crazy
days of March and April 2020 meant using
the oldest technology - the telephone instead of doing in-person interviews.
Then Zoom, the newest kind, made it
possible since September to meet during
quarantines, connect to remote instruction,
and cover virtual events on campus.
However, the accomplishments of
the senior editors and managers were
not defined by technology nor by the
uncertainties of the next day or the next
wave. In fact, with the exception of one
week early on. Spectrum kept to its full
schedule and published some of its finest
content.
The graduating seniors led the way, in
collaboration with students from every
class year and across multiple majors. As
those seniors prepare to march off campus
to their next steps, they do so with a much
deeper appreciation of what it means to
keep the presses rolling and to adapt to
ever-changing conditions. And they did it
with a lot of heart.
No doubt, it was a tumultuous year to
be a member of the press, and no one on
Spectrum was on the hot seat more than
Cit Godinez, the news editor. Pandemic.
Presidential election. Police brutality.
Insurrection at the Capitol. Vaccine
rollout. Cit made sure she covered them
all in her section, with commentary from

what’s going on. If that wasn’t enough, it
was also her responsibility to make sure
Spectrum wrote about the news stories
emerging on a campus that was working
to keep everyone safe while continuing to
advance with new protocols, new buildings
and new programs. Cit did her role with
the awareness, patience, and tenacity of a
media professional.
News wasn’t the only section facing
dramatic changes. So was sports. What
team could play? Which one couldn’t? It
wasn’t just a concern for the year, it was a
question that could come up hours before
a scheduled game. Yet, Kenzie Carbone,
the sports editor, kept her eye on the ball
(football, basketball, softball - any ball
handled by Pioneers). With professional
efficiency and consideration, she ran her
section, managed her staff, and worked
with athletic communications.
Sports continued to thrive with coverage
of profiles of individual athletes and teams,
with updates on practicing in a pandemic,
and, whenever there was a competition,
on coverage of the big football games
and lots of other sports from fencing to
cheerleading.
Kenzie couldn’t do it all without help,
and thankfully she had two assistant sports
editors, including senior Joe Sciancalopore.
When he applied for the role, he said he
was especially prepared for it because
he had encountered all the typical AP
style mistakes in his own writing, and he

knew how he could help the new writers
overcome theirs and be even better sports
reporters. He kept to that commitment.
While news and sports are welldefined sections, features is not. In many
ways, its unique content is developed
through the watchful, creative eye of its
editor. Under Liz Kalfayan’s leadership,
features celebrated the many clubs,
events, speakers, and student activities on
campus. As an editor, Liz exhibited a quiet
calm, deep knowledge of writing style,
awareness of what’s happening on campus,
and constant support for her writers.
All those world events, holidays,
registration and housing decisions, campus
activities - how do you really feel about
them? Mackenzie Maher made sure to
find out as editor of perspectives. Early
on as a student in the news writing class.

As much work as the writing section
editors contribute to the publication.
Spectrum could not run as successfully
without its dedicated support team of
editors and managers.
Have you ever noticed how important
photographs are to the coverage of each of
the topics you are reading? You can thank
Rieanna Flores, photo editor, for managing
a large staff of photographers, assigning
them, training them, and using every skill
to ensure that even if you were remote this
year, you still provided photos that made
each story come alive visually.
Publishing a paper costs money, and
Spectrum looks to advertising to bolster
its budget. Not an easy task in any year,
but especially when many businesses in
the area are completely shut down and
many restaurants that students love have

Mackenzie quickly caught on to the style,
and later as editor drove her writers to
do so too. How? Be assigned relevant
topics, get lots of sources, and keep asking
questions. Then put it all together into a
well-organized whole with multiple angles
and sharp quotes. That’s how you do
perspectives.
How you do A & E is another example of
excellent editing. Just ask Jackie O’Rourke.
Identify the hottest topics in entertainment
media (streaming, anyone?) and focus on
the top artistic performances on campus theater, comedy, music. And don’t forget
now and then to schedule an article on
“The Bachelor” or “The Bachelorette.”
Jackie has been one of the longest serving
members of the board and one of the most
joyful and supportive of her writers. Her
professionalism and enthusiasm translate
into what it really means to cover arts and
entertainment.

restrictive pandemic protocols and little
or no money to put into ads. That’s why
Spectrum is very thankful to have had
Jon Soriano as its ad sales manager this
year. Jon brought to the paper his business
skills, his professional demeanor and his
high expectations of staff commitment to
the role. Yes, we got ads!
Spectrum sounds like a lot of work - and
it is - but it’s also a lot of fun. If you’ve
seen Spectrum on Instagram and Twitter,
you know what Danielle Davanzo has been
up to all year. “Monday Moods”? Danielle
could lighten them for you just by seeing
what she has posted. Instagram stories?
She posts them so you’ll see them and
lead you to read Spectrum as well. As coPR manager, Danielle made sure that, even
without the benefits of seeing Spectrum at
in-person table times and special events,
you knew it was there for you and you
were inspired to check it out. After all, you

and your friends and your professors might
well be featured in it that week.
As happens every year, some seniors
who start out on Spectrum may leave at
the last issue in December. Some former
editors graduate early, like co-A & E editor
Julia Pizzuto and assistant perspectives
editor Daniella Cespedes. Others have
many commitments to juggle, as was the
case with features and news editor Anaya
Vance, assistant news editor Bryan Casey,
and assistant sports editor Asia McCray.
Spectrum thanks each of them for their
many contributions during the time they
were active and dedicated members of the
board.
But when it comes to thanks, two people
deserve bundles of roses, piles of confetti,
and a hearty toast. Spectrum could not
have run with maximum efficiency and
super consideration without Shannon
Szefinski, managing editor for editorial.
Any questions? She answered it. Anything
needs to be done? She did it - quickly,
kindly, smartly. What defines Spectrum
2020-2021? You can point right to
Shannon’s work ethic, her understanding
of media, her support for each person
who edited or wrote for the paper, and
her consistent embrace of what Spectrum
means and how it should represent the
highest quality of journalism and of the
campus.
As much as each of the staff contributed
this year. Spectrum runs most specifically
under the leadership of the person at the
top. And throughout this year of being
prepared to deal with whatever’s going
to happen next, that steady, wise hand
belonged to editor-in-chief Dan Gardella.
Dan drove Spectrum forward through
all the challenges that publishing in a
pandemic could throw at him. Three years
ago, none of us (the outgoing editors and
I) could forget when Dan walked into the
conference room in Martire where we were
holding in-person interviews for Spectrum
roles. Dan, applying for assistant sports
editor, entered with energy and enthusiasm
and a deep knowledge of sports. No,
he hadn’t yet taken the news writing
course. No, we hadn’t seen his published
work. What’s more, he was a freshman.
A freshman! He was competing against
many juniors who applied and had already
been published in the paper. Yet when Dan
walked out of that room, it was unanimous
- he was the one to choose. Throughout
his sophomore, junior and senior years,
Dan gave his all to his Spectrum positions,
culminating this year as editor-in-chief.
And as anyone who has read Spectrum
can confirm, choosing him has been a very
good decision indeed.
Thank you to each senior who has been
part of the Spectrum board during your
time at Sacred Heart. You have honored,
the traditions that Spectrum represents and
you are leaving Spectrum in an even better
place for those who, inspired by you, are
prepared to carry on.

Thank you Professor Kabak for ail that you put into this paper. No senior on this board is the same
person, writer, or editor they were from the day they started with the Spectrum and that has
everything to do with the kind of person, advisor and professor that you are. We truly cannot thank
you enough for pushing us to be our best and challenging us all while being our biggest supporter.
We will take this lessons with us for* the rest of our lives.
-’2021 Spectrum Seniors
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